Universal 1.5vdc 4-Output Grill Spark Igniter
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
This is a battery igniter targeted to the outdoor grill market. It provides up to four (4) spark outputs
for igniting gas or LP fueled burners. It is compact and resistant to the environmental conditions of
gas grill applications. A single 1.5 volt “AAA” battery powers this module with long life expectancy.
This module can also be used in several other markets including, fireplaces, stoves, heaters and RV
products such as cook tops, ovens and furnaces.

SPECIFICATIONS








INPUT: 1. 5 vdc- .9 vdc minimal “AAA” Alkaline Battery (Not-Included)
OUTPUT: Up to 14KV (with a 50pf capacitive load)
OUTPUT TERMINALS: .110” (2.794 mm) x .020” (.508 mm)
SPARK RATE: 1 hz minimum @ .9vdc, 8 hz maximum @ 1.5vdc
OPERATING TEMPERATURES: 0°F (-17.8°C) to 221°F (105°c)
WARRANTY: 1 year replacement
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LIMITATIONS:


To insure proper sparking, the input voltage must be between .9 vdc and 1.5 vdc and all
outputs must be connected to electrodes with proper spark gaps not to exceed .15” (3.81 mm)
Operation of this module is not guaranteed if the igniter lead length exceeds 48” (1.22 m) or
the module is allowed to spark continuously without an output connected.



CAUTION: Do not operate this module without a spark gap connected to all spark output
terminals. Ground unused outputs.

ITEMS INCLUDED:







(1)-Battery Igniter
(1)-Cap & Red pushbutton assembly
(1)-Battery spring
(1)-1.25” Nylon Mounting Nut
(1)-Instruction Manual
(1)-1.5 Volt “AAA” Alkaline Battery
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Universal 1.5vdc 4-Output Grill Spark Igniter
INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1: Remove the old igniter by unscrewing the front part of the button/switch
(You may need to use a wrench)
Step 2: Remove the spark igniter from the front panel.
Step 3: Remove the 4 wires from the old igniter and plug them into the new one.
(If your grill only has 3 wires connected, the unused terminal on the module will
need to be grounded to the frame of the grill or the igniter will only lite 2 burners)
Step 4: Position the module into the front panel and assemble & tighten the nut.
Step 5: Place the battery into the module with the positive + side facing the module. Assemble the cap
and spring.
TESTING: Do not turn on the gas! First press the red button and verify the igniter is sparking. (You
should hear the sparking at a steady rate). Also verify you can see all electrodes sparking. If not, refer
to the troubleshooting chart below. After confirming the above, turn on the gas and verify each burner
lights. CAUTION!! If the burners don’t light within 5 seconds, turn off the burners and check the above
tests again.
4-OUTPUT

Connect each wire as
CONNECTION
shown.
BPSI
Note: if your electrode
HARPERWYMAN
terminals seem to fit
4 3
loose, carefully squeeze
1 2
the receptacle ends
AAA
BATTERY +
slightly.

4 output
Connection

TROUBLESHOOTING
No sparking when red
button is pushed

Be sure the battery is good and the voltage is above .9 volts
Check to ensure the battery is properly installed with the + towards the bottom of the module as
shown above.

Some or all burners won't
light

Check that the grill burner is engaged with the control panel and make sure the valves are positioned
inside the burner tubes.
Check the spark gap between the electrode tip and the burner, it should be between .110" and no
larger than .150"
Verify there is not a large build-up of grease between the electrode and burner. Also verify and clean
if there is corrosion around the sparking area, clean with rubbing alcohol and cotton swab.
Can you see sparking between the electrode and the burner? If not the electrode could be defective
and will need to be replaced.
Check that any unused module outputs are properly grounded to the frame.
Make sure the tank valve is in the on position and gas is available.
Make sure the coupling nut and propane tank cylinder are fully connected.

If you cannot see or hear any sparking, the module could be defective. Contact
us for a replacement: 1-800-880-3212
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